**Instructor of Record and Non-instructor of Record**

- **TAIR** (Teaching Assistant instructor of record)
  - 100% assigned to course
  - Regular credential packet with rank as TA
  - Can assign a person with 0% to course

- **ADJT** (Adjunct)
  - 100% assign to course
  - Regular credential packet with rank as adjunct

- **TANIR** (Teaching Assistant Non-instructor of record)
  - 0% assigned to course
  - Non-instructor of record (NIR) credential packet
  - Assign an Instructor of record (IR) with 100% to course
  - NIR & IR sign credential forms
  - Fill in ranks as TANIR

- **ADJNIR** (Adjunct Non-instructor of record)
  - 0% assign to course
  - NIR (non-instructor of record) credential packet
  - Assign and Instructor of record (IR) = 100% to course
  - Adjunct & IR both sign agreement
  - Fill in ranks as ADJNIR